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Introduction

The 13th of February, 2013 marked a milestone in the current Zimbabwean history-making
generation as it brought to a somewhat finality the unexpectedly long process of writing a new

constitution for the country. The Constitution
Parliamentary Committee (COPAC)-led process saw
the announcement of a ‘deal’, as also hyped by the
media, by the Inclusive Government political party
leaders that meant a final draft to be taken to the
nationwide referendum on the 16th of March as
announced by the Minister of Parliamentary and
Constitutional Affairs.

Copac then scheduled the 25th of February to the
8th of March as dates for awareness and ‘vote yes’
campaign in 148 meetings held in 73 districts
across the country. Civil Society in Bulawayo,
including Bulawayo Agenda convened and resolved

to play a critical role in sensitizing the citizens and clearly positioning themselves in the centre.

Part of CSOs position was that, ‘we are neither campaigning for a ‘yes vote’ nor campaigning for
a ‘no vote’ but that Zimbabweans know the draft so as to participate from a point of knowledge
rather than being whipped’. This position was reiterated by the Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition
coordinating committee thus gaining some currency in civil society.

With the angst intimated above, Bulawayo Agenda, alongside its own meetings, went on to
closely observe some of the Copac sensitization meetings in four provinces namely Bulawayo,
Midlands, Matabeleland North and Matabeleland South. The purpose of these observations was
to assess the levels of citizen participation with special attention on gender balance. The
observation was also meant to assess citizens’ turnout and project possible scenarios in terms
of citizen participation in the Referendum.

Delimitation, Limitations and Method of data collection:
As readily pointed out above, the meetings that were observed were broadly in four provinces;
Matabeleland North, Matabeleland South, Bulawayo and parts of Midlands, that is among the
initially scheduled. Some of the rescheduled meetings were not observed. In these provinces,
not all the 54 meetings were observed and neither were all the observed ones, seen throughout
their full duration. The disclaimer worth noting is therefore that the observation was not in any
way exhaustive.
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Results in this report were gathered through Bulawayo Agenda’s Chapter committee members,
citizen journalists and staff members who attended some of the meetings.

Over view:
A total of 54 meetings were initially scheduled for Bulawayo, Midlands, Matabeleland North and
Matabeleland South. A total of 20 meetings were observed in these three provinces and these
were as follows; Bulawayo 10 out of 10 meetings, Matabeleland North 6 out of 15 meetings and
Matabeleland South 3 out of 14 meetings and Midlands 1 out of 15 meetings. The observed
meetings saw a total of 2 5131 citizens participating in these meetings. Women’s participation in
these meetings was also observed. Findings in this regard were that approximately 30% women
against 70% men managed to voice their questions.

The gathered information is presented in the table below with gender representation
percentages based on estimations;

1 Figures from Midlands are not included.

BULAWAYO
Area Estimated

Attendance
Estimated

Gender
rep.%

Material distributed by Copac

M F
Killarney Hall 1 100 0 None, meeting rescheduled
Lockview primary
school

7 70 30 None, meeting rescheduled

Barham Green 46 60 40 Abridged draft constitution in
Ndebele and English, Caps

Small city hall 126 80 20 Draft constitution, Abridged draft
constitution in Ndebele and Shona

Reigate District Offices 86 70 30 Abridged draft constitution in
Ndebele & Shona, Copac branded
Caps

Mahatshula primary
school

42 65 35 Abridged draft constitution in
Ndebele & Shona

Robert Sinyoka 120 70 30 Abridged draft constitution in
Ndebele

Mazwi Community Hall 60 60 40 Abridged draft constitution in
Ndebele

Stanley Square 270 55 45 Abridged draft constitution in
Ndebele & Shona

White City Arena 310 60 40 Abridged draft constitution in
Ndebele & Shona

Total 1068
MATABELELAND SOUTH

Zezani (Beitbridge 250 70 30 Abridged draft constitution in Ndebele,
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Women’s participation-From the Table above women participation was low. This means
participation of traditionally and socially marginalised groups such as women on democratic
processes remains low and may play out in the same manner in the referendum. This can be
attributed to the gender roles assigned to women as these hinder their participation especially
in rural areas. The meeting venues and times were also not planned with such in mind.

Violence, intimidation or disruptions

In all the meetings there were no reports of violence or disruption incidents. There were
however, allegations that part of the St’ Pauls (Lupane) meeting participants were
allegedly ZANU PF party members bussed from Lupane centre among other parts.
The effect that this might have had on other participants, the local villagers, was not
verified.

Poor attendance-There has been poor attendance in all four provinces. Of the four, Mat.
North recorded the highest figures. However, poor attendance has been greatly attributed to
poor publicity and coordination by Copac. These meetings were publicized in the media the very
day the campaign was commencing.

Copac ignored the fact that access to the media in rural areas remains a challenge and also that
the spending power of citizens remains low and therefore buying newspapers is not a major

District) Venda and English
Manama (Gwanda
District)

10 80 20 The meeting was cancelled and rescheduled

Stanmore (Gwanda
District)

15 75 25 The meeting was cancelled and rescheduled

TOTAL 275
MATABELELAND NORTH

Manjolo (Binga
District)

150 60 40 Abridged draft constitution in English,
Ndebele and Tonga

Lusulu (Binga District) 80 80 20 Abridged draft constitution in English,
Ndebele and Tonga

Davis Edmund Hall
(Hwange District)

210 70 30 Abridged draft constitution in Ndebele and
Tonga

Ndhlovu (Hwange
District)

220 60 40 Abridged draft constitution in English, and
Nambya

St. Pauls (Lupane
District)

170 70 30 Abridged draft constitution in English and
Ndebele

Dinyane (Tsholotsho
District)

340 60 40 Abridged draft constitution in English and
Ndebele

Total 1170
Midlands Province

Gweru Theatre 70 70 30 Abridged draft constitution in English and
Shona
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priority. The other
contributing factor is that not
everyone is literate. Further,
no posters were placed in
these areas or collaboration
with community structures
such as councilors and

traditional leaders to mobilize
communities. Copac also
ignored the mobilizing power
of civil society organizations
that have been active
throughout the draft
constitution making process
especially in representing

communities and enhancing information sharing.

Material distribution-there was very few distributed material especially the summarized draft
in different languages. Distributed material was mainly the summarized draft constitution in
English, Ndebele and Shona with “minor” languages such as Tonga, Venda and Nambya was in
insignificant quantities. Villagers in Ndhlovu (Hwange) area were given drafts in Nambya whilst
Ndebele is the widely used language.

The poor information distribution negatively impacts on communities especially women whose
attendance to these meetings was low. This means they remain a disempowered social group in
as far as participation and access to information is concerned. Not every participant was able to
get the distributed material despite low
turn out for these meetings.

Venue distribution-The venues
selected for these awareness meetings
have raised eyebrows as to what criteria
did Copac use to choose them.

It is public knowledge that residential
areas such as Nkulumane and Cowdray
Park have largest populations in
Bulawayo and therefore would have
been a fairer representation of Bulawayo compared to the use of Killarney Hall for example.

Another controversial venue to note was Mthwakazi in Matobo (Mat. South), an isolated area
occupied by a few newly resettled farmers yet the heart of Matobo area can arguably be noted
as Kezi. The use of isolated areas as venues has been rendered as a hindering factor to citizen

Deserted-Killarney Hall.  Insert: Even the Notice board had no notice of the
meeting.

A paltry 126 residents attended the Small City Hall meeting
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participation as these areas are inaccessible and lowly populated hence not representative
enough.

Conclusion
The high-jacking of the constitution making process by ‘principals’ may have negatively
impacted on citizens’ interest on the whole process which became politically-parties driven and
controlled. The participation in the meetings was notably coated with stoicism which suggests
that citizens have capitulated and at the mercy of politicians.

This might affect turnout in the referendum as citizens might feel that it is a foregone process
and their ‘yes’ or ‘no’ might not mean anything. However, high voter turnouts maybe recorded
due to political party mobilization although the voters will be participating on unformed basis.
This therefore raises questions on the capacity to monitor the implementation of the
constitution through holding their leaders to account and maintain public pressure for reforms
to take root.


